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Bedrock Interns

1st lt steve
miller

Unit: 3 AS
Bedrock Podcast
Web Development
1st Lt Miller did an excellent
job at bedrock, facilitating
several publications to
include the Kabul airlift,
interview with the interns,
and the newsletter. His skills
were vital in spreading the
message of BEdrock, gaining
technical expertise from air
force and industry partners,
and strengthening the Air
Force mission.

tsgt Lloyd
harrington
Unit: 436 AMXS
CAD/3D Printing
Data Science

sra randy
Hall

unit: 436 aps
Computer Science
Penetration Hacking

TSgt Harrington took
SrA Hall did incredible work
charge of a number of
with the “bleeding bob”
projects at Bedrock to
training dummy, providing
include the C-5 extraction
an interface to keep vital
tool, radio headset adapter,
materials safe during
comm cable tester, bleeding operation. in the 3D printing
bob’s heart, and reactive
lab, he provided utilitiy
target for TALN. In addition,
to 3 AS with his marker
he used his creativity to add
holders and helped with
numerous cosmetic updates
the radio headset adapter.
to Bedrock.

Innovator of
the quarter
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TSgt Jason Byrd

436th Communications Squadron

TSgt Ja son Byrd submit ted three idea s
to Doverspark.org. These idea s included
ele ctronic c ode-enabled d o ors, starlink
terminals, and and an ele ctronic faxing
capabilit y for AFNET. TSgt Byrd wa s also
vital during the 5G discussions with
T-Mobile, which can p otentially enhance
the capabilites of the ba se by b o osting
c ommunication and efficiency. TSgt Byrd is
exceptionally active and c onsistent within
the innovation pro gr am, emp owering multicapable airmen and creating idea s for the
future of the Air Force.

PAST EVENTS

T-Mobile
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bedrock Hosted T-Mobile to discuss 5G private networks
and new technology the spectrum enables. The T-mobile
demonstration included high value asset tracking and
augmented reality maintenance applications. The visit was an
engagement aimed to educate Dover Airmen and identify areas
where new technologies can potentially advance Dover AFB’s
rapid global mobility mission.

PAST EVENTS

Boeing
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Experts from Boeing showcased emerging
technologies at Bedrock in an expo arranged
by former Bedrock intern Capt. Ben Bessler. The
visit was an educational opportunity for our
Airmen to understand future digital capabilities
that can revolutionize the way they accomplish
their jobs and increase efficiency.
“The Boeing team provided demonstrations
on virtual and augmented reality training
for maintenance and aircrew personnel. This
included the C-17 mission computer trainer, a
comprehensive training solution for aircrew
and loadmasters with advanced simulation,
courseware and computer-based training to
complete a range of tasks required for tactical
military airlift operations and humanitarian
missions, as well as aerial refueling and
emergency procedures.” - Tech. Sgt. Nicole
Leidholm, 436th Airlift Wing Public Affairs

PAST EVENTS
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University of Delaware

Center for Autonomous and Robotic Systems

Dr. Herbert tanner, Director of the Center for autonomous
robotic systems, gave Bedrock a comprehenive tour of the
engineering facilities and showcased several projects. Bedrock
is hosting the University of Delaware team in January to cement
a strategic partnership.

PAST EVENTS

I/ITSEC 2021
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Air Force Lifecycle Management Center invited Bedrock to
the Interservice / Industry Training, Simulation & Education
Conference (I/ITSEC 2021). The event is the “World’s Largest
Modeling, Simulation & Training Event.”
While there, Bedrock took part in Match Game, where Bedrock
pitched a solution for C5 aerial refueling training to three virtual
reality companies. At the end of the conference, through an
audience vote, Bedrock was paired with a company to explore future
capabilities.

PAST EVENTS
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Women in Aviation Maintenance
Members from the Military Women in Aviation Maintenance
Association held a meeting at Bedrock. Each of these members
contributes to the culture of excellence at Team Dover.

Saint Joseph’s University ROTC
Current CGO’s took time to give ROTC members from Saint
Joseph’s University took a tour of DAFB, giving them semblance of
operational life and allowing them to prepare to be future leaders.

Projects
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Headset Radio Adapter

Bedrock
created a
component that
is able to merge
the capabilites of a
headset and walkietalkie. It simply clips to
the uniform, making it easy
to use. There are many useful applications and uses for this
adapter. Maintainers in the aircraft on headset are now able to
freely talk to ground crews and alert them of potential threats.
This frees up the hands of maintainers and creates a safer,
more efficient work environment.

Projects
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Milplanner Bot
2d Lt Hannah Compton
Bedrock

Prior to flying a worldwide mission, pilots spend an average of 1.5 hours
assembling departure procedures from the MilPlanner website, inputting the
same data over and over again for multiple airfields. The MilPlanner Bot greatly
reduces the amount of time pilots must spend on this task. The program allows
the pilot to input the required airfields, temperature ranges, altimeter setting,
and Special Departure Procedure information one time, then the program
gathers the information for every leg of the trip with one click of a button. This
will save thousands of man-hours per year.

Projects
“Bleeding Bob” TALN Trainer
TSgt Jeremy Aiumu: 736 AMXS

The realistic training dummy, otherwise known as “Bleeding
Bob,” sprays life-like fluids out of the patient in order to
provide a more realistic training environment. Interns at
Bedrock created a component using 3D printing capabilities
that protects electrical wiring from its external environment.
The component fits to the existing pump within the dummy,
and is designed to withstand rapid movement as well as the
liquids that previously destroyed the training tool.

C-5 Spinner REmoval Tool
TSgt Lloyd Harrington: 436 AMXS

The C-5 spinner removal tool is a simple, yet effective tool for
removing the spinner from the C-5. This tool saves maintenance
crew lots of time and frustration that is present with their
current situation. Quantitatively, it will save hundreds of manhours per years and provide a greater level of safety.
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Podcasts
The Kabul Airlift
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In August 2021, C-17’s conducted the
largest aerial evacuation of civilians
in American history from Hamid
Karzai International Airport in Kabul,
Afghanistan. Dover AFB’s 3d Airlift
Squadron played a vital role in this
historic operation. 1st Lt Steve Miller
sits down with pilots and loadmasters
from the 3d Airlift Squadron to
discuss their harrowing flights and
the C-17’s unique capabilities.

Bedrock Intern Program
Want to know what it’s like to
work at Bedrock? Maj Ryan Nichol
sits down with Bedrock’s most
recent internship graduates,
discussing the opportunities, the
venue, how to apply, and the skills
you’d learn by working at Dover
AFB’s spark lab!

apple

spotify

Google Podcasts

